SWEET REVENGE
John Prine

G C G
I GOT KICKED OFF NOAH'S ARK; I TURN MY CHEEK TO UNKIND REMARKS
G D7
THERE WAS TWO OF EVERYTHING BUT ONE OF ME
G
AND WHEN THE RAINS CAME TUMBLING DOWN
C G
I HELD MY BREATH AND I STOOD MY GROUND
D7 C - G
AND I WATCHED THAT SHIP GO SAILING OUT TO SEE--EA

Chorus
C G
TAKE IT BACK. TAKE IT BACK. OH NO, YOU CAN'T SAY THAT
G D7
ALL OF MY FRIENDS ARE NOT DEAD OR IN JAIL
G C G
THROUGH ROCK AND THROUGH STONE THE BLACK WIND STILL MOANS
D7 C - G
SWEET REVENGE, SWEET REVENGE WITHOUT FAIL

G C G
I CAUGHT AN AISLE SEAT ON A PLANE AND DROVE AN ENGLISH TEACHER HALF INSANE
G D7
MAKING UP JOKES ABOUT BICYCLE SPOKES AND RED BALLOONS
G C G
SO I CALLED UP MY LOCAL DEEJAY AND HE DIDN'T HAVE A LOT TO SAY
D7 C - G
BUT THE RADIO HAS LEARNED ALL OF MY FAVORITE TUNES

Repeat Chorus:
G C G
THE WHITE MEAT IS ON THE RUN AND THE DARK MEAT IS FAR TOO DONE
D7
AND THE MILKMAN LEFT ME A NOTE YESTERDAY
G C G
GET OUT OF THIS TOWN BY NOON; YOU'RE COMING ON WAY TOO SOON
D7 C - G
AND BESIDES THAT WE NEVER LIKED YOU ANYWAY

Repeat Chorus:
G D7
SWEET REVENGE, SWEET REVENGE
C G
WILL PREVAIL WITHOUT FAIL
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